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The Hubbard model. As pointed out

above, standard HF methods lead to a very
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band theory by introducing a repulsive onecenter term to split the HF band into upspin and down-spin bands on separate sublattices (leading to spin waves). The GVB

approach treats the electron correlation
problem rigorously, leading to pure spin
states. However, this leads to the complication that the band states must be calculated
in terms of N-body wavefunctions (as pre-
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sented above) rather than the usual oneparticle orbitals.

The magnon pairing mechanism is derived to explain the high-temperature supercon-

Several standard one-electron band calcu-

ductivity of both the La2_xSr.CuO4 and YlBa2Cu307 systems. Critical features

lations (based on local density functionals)

include (i) a one- or two-dimensional lattice of linear Cu-O-Cu bonds that contribute

to large antiferromagnetic (superexchange) coupling of the Cu" (d9) orbitals; (ii) holes
in the oxygen pn bands [rather than Cu"l' (d8)] leading to high mobility hole
population of d9 on each copper, in agreeconduction; and (iii) strong ferromagnetic coupling between oxygen prr holes and
ment with the GVB results but, as expected, adjacent Cu" (d9) electrons. The ferromagnetic coupling of the conduction electrons
have been reported (15) on La2Cu104.

These band calculations suggest an overall

they all involve strong mixing of copper dor
with copper d spins induces the attractive interaction responsible for the superconducand oxygen por character, leading to a partially occupied band of or character. A prop-

tivity, leading to triplet-coupled pairs called "tripgems." The disordered Heisenberg
lattice of antiferromagnetically coupled copper d spins serves a role analogous to the

erly parameterized Hubbard Hamiltonian
might mimic the GVB results (with the

phonons in a conventional system. This leads to a maximum transition temperature of

copper dr orbitals forming a narrow band

experiment. For YBa2Cu307, we find that both the CuO sheets and the CuO chains

and a highest band that is oxygen prr-like).

can contribute to the supercurrent.
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has struggled with how to understand the

of the 2-1-4 class of high-tempera-

origin of the superconductivity in these con-

ture superconductors (1) (best is,

ducting ceramics. The need for such a theory

is reinforced by the lack of any substantial
La2-,SrCuO4 with transition temperature
increase in Tc, despite an enormous effort by
T, = 40 K) and then of the much higher
temperature 1-2-3 system (2) (YBa2Cu307

materials scientists around the world (3).

The problem has been the lack of a theoretiwith T, = 93 K) have led to a frenzied chase
after even higher temperature superconduc-

cal framework within which one could reason about the likely effects of various
Simultaneously, the theoretical community
changes in composition or structure. We
propose here such a model.
Recent calculations (4) indicate that the
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics,
tors and more easily processed materials.
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superconductor ceramics (1, 2) have the

following features:

j; (iv) Jdd as the exchange energy (negative)
~q

k4 + 4
k3~~~~ k3T

between adjacent copper d electrons; (v) Jpd

k1;AnR~~ +/::

as the
the exchange energy (positive) between
1) A network of Cu"l (d9) sites with

singly occupied d orbital localized in the

adjacent oxygen p and copper d electrons;

plane of four short Cu-O bonds (-1.9 A).

and (vi) E(k) is the band energy for the

2) The spins of adjacent d orbitals are

coupled antiferromagnetically (by means of

+0

oxygen 2pIT hole state with wave vector k.

q- k24~k~ k2

At T = 0 K, the ground state of Hd is a

the intervening oxygen) withJdd = -205 K

Heisenberg singlet state (6). This leads to a

for sheets and Jdd = -244 K for chains,

vast number of spin configurations Ncu!/

whereJdd is the exchange integral.

[(NcU/2)!]2, where NC, - number of and
Cu spins T and I ) by means of copper d

Fig. 1. Lowest order diagrams for coupling of

conduction electrons (denoted by momenta ki

sites, all of which have significant contribu-magnons (denoted as + or
pric (Cu"l) leads not to Cu"l' but rathertions.
to Although there is a preference for
3) Oxidation of the system beyond cu-

adjacent copper d spins to have singlet pairholes localized in the pnr orbitals of oxygens.
ing, even at 0 K most spin configurations

O-Cu"l-O-Cu"l-o_-

have some triplet pairing. Writing

(ka, kb)S = 7= (kakb + kbka)XO (12)

O-Cu"l-O+-CU"I-O (1)

T = -2KSdi* Sdj) (6)

These pnr orbitals are localized in the plane
involving the short Cu-O bonds to the

as the average (negative) spin polarization

for adjacent copper d spins, the total mag-

adjacent copper.

non energy (from Hd) is

4) The magnetic coupling of the singly

Ed = -VTNCuIJddl (7)

occupied oxygen orbital with the adjacent

v is the dimensionality (v = 1 or 2).
copper electrons is ferromagnetic (JoCuwhere
=

and spin triplets

(%, kb)' = . (kakb - kbka)Xl (13)
leads to
V(kc,kdj)T, (ka,kb)T = - Wkc-ka + Wkd-ka
(14)

383 K for sheets and 405 K for chains). This The lowest order coupling process arises
leads to ferromagnetic coupling of the spins

from the diagrams of Fig. 1, where only

in the two copper atoms, despite the antifer-

processes with the same initial and final

romagnetic Jdd.

states of the magnon background are exam-

5) The migration of a hole from one site
to another leads to energy bands with a

V(kc,kai)s, (ka,kb)S = + Wkc-ka + Wkd-ka

(15)

ined. Each vertex leads to a factor of the

V(kCkd)s, (kakb)T = 0 (16)

form 2JpdPQ, where

V(kCkd)T, (kakb)S = 0 (17)

width of 1.6 eV for chains and 1.4 eV for
the upper band in sheets.

In this report we show that these features

[

lead to superconductivity, with the attrac-

(

2

)(

2

)

tive interaction between the conduction

electrons arising from magnetic interactions
Q
[rather than the electron-phonon interac-

tions of Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS)
theory (5)].
To examine these interactions, we use the

where Xo = (otp - Pot)/V2 and Xi =

PQ LCos( ') + (v - 1) Cos(Qly )
=

-

k,

number

is
of

(xt3 + Pot)/\/-2 are singlet and triplet spin
finctions, respectively. Thus there is an at(8)
tractive coupling for triplet states and a

coupling for singlet states. vector,
the repulsive
scattering

dimensions,
and
Considering the "tripgems"
(triplet(al/2)
gemi-

nal pairs), (k, -k)T, the attractive coupling
v = 1, only the x term is present). The selfbetween tripgems,

energy for the copper d spin flip at the first

Vkk' V(k',-k')T,-k,-k)T Wk'-k + W-k'-k

vertex is

Hamiltonian,

Hp = E(k)At Ak (3)
ka

(18)
Esf= 4vTIJddl (9)

Heff Hp + Hd + Hpd (2)
where

is

O separation in the x or y direction (for

where the copper d spin sees 2v neighbors.
To second order the scattering matrix element is

leads to an energy gap. The differences

between the magnon pairing theory and
BCS theory are that (i) the medium providing the coupling involves the copper d magnons rather than lattice phonons; (ii) the

is the Hamiltonian for holes on oxygens (in
the average field of d electrons on Cu"l),

Vkttetktt(xtk,,kt or,= - 2rr (k'rk, ; Pback

coupling of conduction electrons to the
medium is by localized magnetic coupling

rather than by electron-phonon coupling;

Hd=- Z 2JddSdi' SdJ (4)
(didj)

h() f dt1 f dt2T[Hpd(tl)Hpd(t2)]

is the Hamiltonian for interaction of d elec-

ku, k'u'; Pback) (10)

trons on adjacent Cu" (ignoring p holes on

and (iii) the ground state involves triplet

pairs (k, -k)T, tripgems, in place of the
singlet Cooper pairs of BCS theory.

Since Vkk' = -Vkk-, the first term in
the Fourier expansion of Vkk' is Vkk' = Vk(')

oxygens), and

Hpd - Z 2Jpd Spi Sdi (5)
(pidj)

is the interaction between oxygen 2pnr holes
and adjacent copper d electrons. Here we

where Aback is the background of copper d
magnetic states and T is the time-ordering
operator. Thus,

COS Okk', where Okk' is the angle between k

and k'. Defining the average value of Vk 1)
as V(1) leads to

1 W

- 2 W?-NcU (19

Vk IT ,kor"'Au.Wo If - - WQ (11)

have taken (i) AL and Ak, as the creation

and aimihilation operators for holes on oxy-

where

where ur #& (u, Q= k"t-k, and WQ is
gens, respectively; (ii) Sdi as the spin operapositive. Combining each pair of momentor for a d electron on site i; (iii) Sp as the
spin operator for an oxygen 2pir hole on site
turn state kat kb into spin singlets,

=2 4V<JddI 2TIJddI
SCIENCE, VOL. 239
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The result is an energy gap of (8)

2[sinh(N'w)1
=

~~~~~~~2)

kBTc 1.13exp[-(1/NoW)]

and a critical temperature for superconductivity of (7)

Tc = 1.13IJddlexp( N(O)W) (22)

by the Cu-O chains or by the Cu-O sheets

some resemblance to the magnon pairing

(much as in La2-,SrxCuO4) or by both.

mechanism. He constructed a Hubbard

With the ideal composition of YBa2Cu307,
Hamiltonian model that would have partialthere is one oxygen pir hole per every threely occupied copper du and oxygen p(r bands
copper atoms. The GVB calculations (4)

and suggested that an attractive coupling by

show that the favorable location for oxida-

means of magnetic exchange with copper d

tion [beyond Cu(II)] is the chain oxygens.
However, for y = 7, this would require

spins might lead to a strong attractive cou-

the detailed mechanism is quite different

from the Cu-O chain (11). The calculations

from our theory, the work of Emery showed

suggest that some oxidation occurs in both

where Iwg -Jddl and N(O) = NONCu isthe
the electronic state density at the Fermi
energy (for the oxygen par band).

To examine the consequences of Eq. 21,

pling of the oxygen pu electrons. Although

half the oxygen par electrons to be removed

sheets and the chains. Superconductivity

insight into the fundamental physics. A major difference is that Emery assumed that a

is observed in YjBa2Cu3O7 for y as low asband of oxygen pu holes was relevant (as
would be expected from the one-electron
6.3 (12), but Tc 55 K fory , 6.3 to 6.6
(12), whereas Tc 93 K fory = 6.8 to 7.0
band calculations) rather than the oxygenpiT

(12). It is likely that most of the oxygen
consider La2-,SrxCuiO4, which exhibits

holes found from GVB calculations (4).

atom vacancies required for y < 7 are along
T, = 40 K for x = 0.15. With Jdd=
the Cu-O chains. For y = 6.8 to 7.0, we
-204.8 K andJpd = 383.0 K from general-

This led Emery to postulate singlet pairing
of such oxygen pu orbitals. An elaboration

ized valence bond (GVB) calculations (4)

believe that the supercurrent is carried by

both sheets
and No = 1.14 eV-' from GVB energy

band calculations (4) leads to N(0)W =

and chains. Because there is

of the Emery suggestion was carried out by

Hirsch (14). Here, strong coupling was

weak ferromagnetic coupling (Jdd = assumed
11 K) and the attractive coupling was

0.0705/T. Thus, T = 0.05 leads to

between the sheet copper and the chain

visualized in terms of oxygen pu hole migra-

N(O)W = 1.41, 2A/kBTc = 4.67, and Tc =

copper (through the bridge oxygen, OB),

0.56lddl = 114 K. With T = 0.02 one ob- the T for both sheets and chains should

tion coupled with flipping of copper d spins
followed by reflipping of these spins as the
result of a second oxygen pu hole. Hirsch

in excellent agreement with experiment, in

confinement of the two oxygen pu holes.

tains N(O)W = 3.52, (2A/kBTc) = 8.1, and
decrease (thereby increasing the Tc for
Tc = 0.85 Jddl = 174 K. This energy gap is sheets from the value in Lal 85Su0.15CuO4).suggests that this might lead to a finite
If the highest temperature superconduc-

which (2A/kBTc)exp = 4.5 (9) and 7 ? 2

tivity (Tc = 93 K) were solely the result ofThe GVB calculations (4) show that such

(10). The predicted transition temperature

the chains and if all oxygen pir holes were instrongly coupled pairs are not stable (the
the chain oxygen par band, the values of
residual Coulomb repulsion makes it unfavorable to localize oxygen p holes on nearby
Jdd = -244 K and Jpd = 405 K from the
GVB calculations (4) and No =0.21 eV-' sites relative to the energy of two separated
per chain copper from GVB energy band
holes). Rather, we find the attractive coucalculations (4) lead to
pling to arise in the weak coupling limit

of 114 K is larger than observed (40 K);
however, Eq. 22 is much more sensitive to
various approximations than Eq. 21.
The predictions are sensitive to the net
magnon polarization T, which is the only
parameter not determined here from first

(analogous to BCS theory except that the

principles. A perfectly ordered antiferro-

interactions are magnetic in origin). This

magnetic Ising lattice has T = 0.5, which

would lead to N(O)W = 0.141, and hence

TC= 0.0009 Jddl = 0.2 K. The optimum
magnon polarization for superconductivity

O = X
=000609 (23)
2TI~ddl T

leads to the coupling of triplet pairs and p-

wave coupling rather than the coupling of
pairs
and K)
s-wave coupling.
Thus, to obtain NOW = 1,41 singlet
(Tc =
114
would require T= 0.0043, a factor of 10
Anderson (15, 16) has suggested a model

is T = 0, which would lead to NOW = 0o smaller than assumed for Lal 85Sr0 15Cu1O4.
for La2Cu104 in which adjacent copper d'
and hence Tc -- Eddl = 205 K (in the strong On the other hand, if the sheets were solely
atoms are single spin-paired (valence bond)
coupling limit for Tc). We expect a decrease responsible, then assuming all parameters as
and in which there is additional oxidation
in T as the number of holes in the oxygen pTr in Lal 85Sr0.15Cu1O4 but decreasing T from out of some copper d9 orbitals to yield
band is increased (since the oxygen pnr holes 0.05 to 0.02 would increase the predicted
singlet copper d8. He proposed a resonating
tend to couple the copper d spins ferromagnetically) and T should be decreased by the

supercurrent. Above Tc, the experimental
magnetic susceptibility could be combined

bond description of conduction in
Tc from 114 K to 174 K, an increase valence
of

about 60 K. As mentioned above, the ferromagnetic coupling between sheets and chain

which the strongly coupled singlet pairs
move about as bosons (15, 16) rather than as

copper should tend to disrupt the antiferro-

a normal simple hole conduction of an
antiferromagnetic system. He suggested that
sheets, leading to smaller T.
quantity T could be derived by combining
this strong pairing model would explain the
the experimental magnetic susceptibility
We suggest that the superconductivity superconductivity
for
of the cuprates and prey = 6.3 to 6.6 may arise solely from sheets,
above Tc with the theroretical Jdd. We are
dicted a gapless superconductor (16) [excarrying out simulations with Eq. 2 to deterperimentally, there is a gap (9, 10)]. This
leading to a Tc similar to that of La2-,Sr,mine T as a function of various parameters.
CUO4. An exact prediction is difficult since
Anderson model is quite different from the
the actual number of holes in the oxygen pnr magnon-pairing model (where we have
It is more difficult to estimate the Tc and
bands of the sheets is unknown, as is the
holes in the oxygen pTr orbitals, a large gap,
gap for YjBa2Cu307 because of uncertainties concerning the relative number of holeseffective value of T (it should be lower than and attractive pairing involving triplet couin the oxygen par band of the chains and
Lal.85SrO.15CuO4). For y < 6.2, these sys- pling).
Essential points in the superconductivity
sheets and in the corresponding values of T. tems are not superconducting; we believe
of these cuprates are as follows:
This is exacerbated for Y1Ba2Cu3Oy with ythat this is due to a lack of oxygen p-rr holes

with the theoretical Jdd to derive T. The

magnetic coupling in both the chains and

1) The fact that the Cu"I d electrons

#& 7 due to uncertainties as to the location of in the sheets.
Emery (13) has suggested an origin of the
the oxygen vacancies. The theory suggests

form a two-dimensional (or one-dimension-

superconductivity in these systems that has

al) Heisenberg lattice is crucial, leading to

that the supercurrent can be carried either
19 FEBRUARY 1988
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large quantum spin fluctuations (6) at low

because the magnon-pairing model requires

temperatures. The ordering temperature for

holes in the proper oxygen pr orbital of the

a one- or two-dimensional Heisenberg spin

sheets and chains. Thus, Guo et al. (4)

lattice is 0 K, whereas a three-dimensional

showed that changing x from 0 to 0.3 in

La2-xSrCuO4 shifts the lowest ionization
potential from the sheet oxygen to the apex
der at about (17) 3Jdd, leading to small spin

system would condense into long-range or-

fluctuations at low temperature.

oxygen (which does not contribute to super-

2) The large superexchange of the linear

conductivity). This suggests that the above

Cu-O-Cu bonds leads to large negative Jddsemiconducting cuprates might be made
and hence to high-frequency spin waves.

3) In the CuO sheets and chains, oxygen

into superconductors by appropriate re-
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tetragonal phase), the observed supercon-

ductivity may be due to sheets.

6) The equations for T, and A, Eqs. 21

Spectroscopic Evidence for Pressure-Induced
Coordination Changes in Silicate Glasses and Melts

and 22, clearly indicate those quantities that
QUENTIN WILLIAMS AND RAYMOND JEANLOZ
should be maximized and minimized in order to develop higher temperature superconductors.

A qualitative view of the magnon-pairing
model is as follows. A conduction electron

(oxygen pnr-like) tends to repolarize the
nearby copper d spins into local ferromag-

netic order. As this oxygen p-r electron
moves along, it tends to leave behind a wake
with ferromagnetically paired copper spins.
As a second conduction electron is scattered,

it finds it favorable to be scattered into the
wake of the first electron since there is

already ferromagnetic polarization of the
copper spins. The net result is the attractive
interaction responsible for superconductivity.

One puzzle in understanding these sys-

Infrared spectra demonstrate that at pressures above 20 gigapascals and room
temperature the regular tetrahedral coordination of oxygen around both silicon and
aluminum ions is severely disrupted in SiO2, CaMgSi2O6, and CaAlSi2O8 composition
glasses. The spectra are consistent with gradual, pressure-induced increases in the
coordination numbers of silicon and aluminum. A variety of coordination environments, from sixfold to fourfold, appears to be present at pressures as high as about 40
gigapascals. This apparent change in coordination is not quenchable at room temperature: on decompression, the glasses return to tetrahedral coordination. This continuous and reversible coordination change in amorphous silicates explains the lack of
observation of coordination changes in silicate glasses quenched from high pressure,
the shallow melting slopes observed for mantle silicates at high pressures, and the
possible presence of neutrally buoyant magmas deep within the terrestrial planets.
that they exhibit a well-defined nearest
coordination of four oxygen ions
such as density, viscosity,neighbor
and chemiaround siliconof
and aluminum ions. Under
cal diffusivity, control processes

T HE PROPERTIES OF SILICATE MELTS,

tems concerns why La2,SrxCrO4 is not a differentiation by which the interiors of

pressure, however, it is expected that the

coordination increases from fourfold (tetraEarth and other terrestrial planets evolve
hedral arrangement) to sixfold (octahedral
over geological time. As melt properties are
La5SrCu60l5) (18) with similar sheets and largely determined by the geometrical pack- arrangement), resulting in a drastic change
in melt properties (1). This expectation is
ing and coordinations of ions, there has
chains and a high level of oxidation are
based on the coordination changes observed
been considerable interest in documenting
semiconductors. In our mechanism, this is
easily explained in terms of subtle shifts in how the structures of both melts and glassesamong crystalline silicates under pressure.

superconductor beyond x= 0.3 and why
other systems (such as La4BaCu5O13 and

the net Madelung energy at each oxygen
(because of changes in location and charge
of cations) that shifts the relative oxidation
potential of various oxygens. This arises

change with pressure, or in the case of
planets, with increasing depth.
At ambient conditions, silicate melts and
glasses are structurally ordered in the sense

That such a change occurs in melts and
Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of
Cafifornia, Berkeley, CA 94720.
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